Cognates out of Brian Kelk’s UK English Word List (first 20,000 MFW)

abacus
abattoir
abbot
abdication
aberration
ably
abnormality
aboard
abode
abortive
abrasion
abrasive
abridged
absentee
absolutes
absolved
abstained
abstention
abuser
abusively
academical
accelerators
accommodated
companions
accompaniment
accomplishment
accords
accost
accumulates
accumulation
accumulator
ache
aching
acidic
acknowledgment
acknowledgments
acoustics
acquaint
acquit
acre
acrimonious
activating
actresses
actuaries
acuteness
adagio
adaptability
adapters
adaptors
addenda
addled
addressable
adhering
adiabatic
adjourn
administrate
administratively
admiral
admirer
admirers
admires
adolescents
adoration
adorn
adrenaline
adrift
adroitness
adulterers
adventuring
advisedly
advocacy
aegis
aesthetics
afar
affectation
affirm
affirmation
affirming
affirms
affix
afflicted
afied
afloat
afresh
aftershave
aggression
agitating
agitation
agnostic
agonised
ailing
ailment
airports
aisle
aisles
albatross
alcoholism
alertness
ales
algebras
algorithmic
alibi
alienate
alienation
alight
alignments
aligns
alkaline
allege
allegro
alleviating
alley
alligators
alliteration
allotment
alloys
allude
alluding
almanac
aloft
aloof
aloofness
altar
alternated
alternations
altimeter
alumni
amalgamated
amateurs
ambidextrous
ambivalent
amen
amenable
amenities
amicable
amicably
amnesty
amounted
amounting
amplified
amply
anachronistic
anagrams
analogues
analytically
ancillary
anecdotal
angled
animate
animosity
annexe
anniversaries
annotating
announcer
antagonist
antagonistic
anthologies
anthropologist
anthropological
anthropomorphism
anticlockwise
antimatter
antipathy
antics
antonym
anxiously
aperture
apocalypse
apolitical
apologises
apologized
apostle
appeased
appendages
appends
appetites
applaud
applauded
appliances
appointee
appointees
appointing
appoints
apportion
appraisals
appreciably
apprentices
appropriateness
corresponded
correspondences
corroborate
corrugated
cosine
cosmological
cosmologists
cosmos
costed
coughs
countably
counterbalance
counterexamples
counterfeit
countering
counterpoint
countersigned
couplet
courageous
courtroom
courtyard
covet
cowering
coy
cracker
crackle
crackpot
craftsman
cram
cramp
crane
cranium
craters
craving
crawled
crayon
creaking
creamed
creased
creationism
creators
credulity
credulous
creeds
creepy
crescendo
crevices
cribbed
cricketer
crier
crimson

criticises
croaked
crocodile
crocodiles
crone
crossbones
crossbow
crossover
crossroads
crowns
crows
cruelly
crumbles
crumbling
crumbly
crumpets
cruncher
crusades
crutches
crystallographic
crystallography
cubicles
cuddling
cuisine
culling
culminated
culmination
cultivate
cultivated
cultivating
cults
curled
curlew
curries
cursors
curtailed
cushions
custodian
custodians
customizing
cyclical
cyclically
dabble
demons
daffodils
daisies
dammed
damped
damper
dancer
dancers
dandruff
darkened
darlings
dart
datum
dawning
dawns
daylight

dazzling
deadlocked
dealership
dears
debuggers
decadence
decadent
decapitate
decapitated
decayed
decays
decelerating
decentralisation
deceptively
decibel
decimals
decimate
deciphered
decisively
declines
decommissioned
decompose
decomposed
decomposing
decompression
decor
decorate
decrement
decrements
decry
deducible
defection
defenceless
defences
defeer
defere
definance
definitively
deflected
deforestation

deformity
defuse
degeneration
dehydration
deigned
delec
delicacies
delightfully
deflimiting
deflims
delivers
delude
deluxe
demeaning
demerits
democrat
democrats
demonic
demote
denigration
denotations
denoting
denounces
denouncing
densely
denser
dented
dentistry
dents
deo
departs
dependable
deployed
decoration
depreciate
depressive
deregulation
deride
derided
derisory
derivable
derivations
descender
descends
desecrating
liqueur
liquids
listless
literals
litigation
littering
lizard
llama
loaves
lobbed
lobbies
lobbing
lobbying
locates
loch
lockable
locker
lockout
locksmith
locomotive
locomotives
locusts
lodged
lodging
lofty
longhand
longitudinal
longs
loofah
looms
loosen
looses
lot
lounges
lout
louts
loveliest
lowish
loyalist
lubricated
luckier
lug
luncheon
lurid
lurk
lusting
lute
lychee
lyger
lyhielding
machinations
madrigal
maestro
magenta
maggot
maggots
magistrate
magistrates
magnanimous
magneto
magnified
magnifying
magnitudes
magpie
maids
mails
maimed
majestic
majorities
makings
malefactors
malfunctioning
malign
malpractice
manfully
mangoes
manhole
manhood
mannered
manoeuvring
manservant
mansion
mantis
mantissa
manufactures
marathons
marble
mare
maria
marine
marines
marketables
marmalade
marshmallows
marsupial
martyrdom
marvellously
marzipan
mash
masking
masonic
masonry
masquerades
massacred
massed
massing
matchbox
matchboxes
materialised
materially
matinee
matriculated
mattress
hawkish
maximally
maximising
mayonnaise
meadow
meadows
meaningfully
meanness
measly
mechanised
mechanistic
medallion
medals
meddle
meddling
medicinal
megaphone
melancholy
mellowed
mellowing
melon
melts
membranes
memorise
memorized
memos
menacingly
menial
mentor
merchandise
meridian
merited
merriment
mesh
messily
metabolic
meteor
meteorite
meteorological
methane
meticulously
metrical
metrics
metropolitan
microbes
microprocessors
microsecond
midpoint
mightier
mightily
migrates
milder
milieu
militates
milksman
milkskake
millennia
miller
milliseconds
mime
mimicked
mimicry
mindful
minerals
mingled
miniatures
minimized
minimizes
minster
mints
mirage
mirth
misalignment
misbehaving
misbehaviour
miscalculated
mischief
miserly
misfit
misfits
mishap
misshaps
mislay
mislay
misprinted
misprints
misrepresent
mistaking
mistranslated
mistresses
mistypes
mitigated
mitigating
mocking
moderated
moderates
moderator
modesty
modifiable
modulator
modulus
moistened
moisture
moist
molest
mollusc
molluscs
monarchs
monastery
mongrel
monogamous
monolith
monologue
monotonic
monoxide
monstrosities
monuments
moor
moored
moorland
moralising
morass
moratorium
morose
morphine
moss
moths
motivate
motorbikes
motorist
mourned
moveable
mucks
mucky
mudguard
mudguards
muesli
muffle
muffled
muggers
multidimensional
multilingual
multiplexer
multiplexers
multiplexing
multiplications
multiplier
multivariate
municipal
murky
murmured
muscat
muscular
muse
mutants
mutate
mute
muted
mutilation
mutiny
mutters
mysticism
mythic
nagged
namesake
nanosecond
napkins
napping
narcotic
narcotics
narration
narrowed
narrowing
nationalists
nationalities
nationwide
nativity
naturalised
naught
nautical
navigation
necessities
necklaces
necarous
negatively
negotiates
neighbourhoods
neon
nervously
nestle
neurologist
newsflash
newt
nibbles
niches
nicknamed
nicks
nightclub
nightclubs
nightingale
nimbus
nipped
nitrate
nitrates
nobil
nocturnal
nod
noddy
nomadic
normalisation
normalise
normalised
northwards
nostril
notepad
notepaper
nothings
notionally
noughts
nourishing
nous
nu
nubile
nucleic
nudged
nuisances
nullified
numeracy
numeral
numerator
nummeg
nutrients
nutritional
nutty
oats
obedience
obedient
obese
obituary
oblige
oblige
oblus
oblus
oblus
observance
observational
observatory
obstinate
obstructed
obviate
obviating
occupant
occupational
oceanic
octagon
octets
offal
offing
offshore
offside
ogre
ohm
oily
olive
olives
omens
omnivorous
oneness
oozing
opener
ophthalmic
opiace
opiates
opine
opinionated
opposites
optimiser
optimistically
optimized
orally
shilling
shillings
shivers
shockingly
shoelaces
shoplifting
shopped
shopper
shores
shorn
shortish
shovel
shriek
shrieking
shrimp
shrine
shrinking
shrinks
shrug
shrunk
shuddered
shunned
shutter
sibling
sickens
sickle
sideline
sidelines
sidestep
sidetracked
sift
sighting
silos
simile
simmer
simplifications
simulators
singed
singly
sinning
sinusoidal
siren
sirens
sirs
sixteenth
sizzling
skating
skeletal
skeletons
skews
skidding
skim
skimmed
skimming
skimp
skinned
skinning
skirting
skis
skulking
skulls
skyline
slags
slamming
slams
slashing
slated
slaving
sleepless
slid
slippage
slippers
slop
sloshed
slovenly
sluggish
slum
slush
slushy
sly
smarter
smarting
smartly
smelt
smiths
smitten
smoothed
smoother
smudged
smuggled
smuggler
smugness
smutty
snapping
snare
snarl
snatching
sneak
sneeze
sneezing
sniffing
sniffle
snoop
snore
snort
snows
snowy
snuff
sniffs
soaking
soaks
soaring
soberly
sobs
socialise
sociologist
soften
softened
softening
softness
soiled
solemnly
solicit
solitude
solstice
solstices
solvable
sombre
sonar
soonest
soothing
soporific
sorrows
soundings
soundness
sovereignty
spacecraft
spaceships
spade
spades
spanned
sparking
spargingly
sparrings
sparsity
spasm
spawned
spawning
specifiable
specifiers
speck
spectator
spectators
spectra
speculating
speechless
speedily
spews
spheroid
spiked
spiky
spills
spindle
spindly
spine
spins
spiralling
spirited
spits
splashes
splashing
splendidly
splendour
splice
spliced
spine
splines
splinter
splinters
splodge
spoilsport
spongy
spontaneity
spools
sporadically
sporty
sprawling
sprays
printing
sprouts
spun
spying
squabble
squadrons
squalid
squalor
underfunded
undergrowth
underhand
underlies
underpaid
underpinning
underscores
underside
understaffed
underused
undeservedly
undesirability
undetectable
undetermined
undiluted
undiscovered
undisputed
undoubted
undressed
undying
uneartly
uneasily
unedited
unenforceable
unequally
unequivocal
unequivocally
uneven
unfairness
unforeseen
unfurled
ungainly
unhappily
unholy
unicycles
unidentifiable
unidirectional
unimpeachable
unimplementable
uninhabited
uninitialised
uninterpreted
uninterrupted
unison
uniting
unknowable
unknowns
unlawful
unleash
unmatched
unmemorable
unmoved
unnumbered
unobserved
unobtrusive
unofficially
unplugged
unpredictability
unprepared
unpretentious
unprincipled
unproductive
unpronounceable
unproved
unquote
unravel
unreachable
unrecognisable
unrecognized
unrecorded
unreleased
unrepentant
unresponsive
unruy
unsatisfying
unscrew
unseemly
unsent
unspeakably
unspecific
unspoken
unstated
unsubtle
unsupervised
unsurpassed
unsurprising
unsympathetic
untested
untitled
untoward
untried
untruth
unwillingly
unwrap
updater
upholstery
upsurge
un
urn
usher
uttering
uttering
vacuity
vaginal
valentine
validating
vandalise
vantage
variability
variate
varnish
vats
veal
vehicular
veiled
vendetta
venerable
venereal
venial
venting
ventured
venturing
verdant
vernacular
vertex
vertigo
veted
vex
vibrant
vibrato
vices
victorious
vilest
villagers
vindicate
violet
violets
virginal
virtuosity
viscosity
viscous
visionary
visitation
vista
visualise
vitality
vividly
bom**b**ing
bone
bones
**b**onus
bounce
breathe
broadcasting
browsing
buffers
bugger
burden
bureaucracy
burned
businesses
butter
cage
calm
cans
carrier
cattle
celebrated
centrally
changeover
chaotic
chased
chatting
checker
cheers
cheques
chest
chestnut
chewing
chorus
chucked
circuits
circulated
circulating
clarified
classics
cleaners
coal
coke
collapsing
collate
combines
commentators
commercially
commitments
comparative
compensation
competence
complications
comprehend
compressed
compressing
comprises
compute
computed
conceivable
concerts
condemn
condemnation
condemning
conditional
conferences
confirms
conscience
consciousness
consenting
consequent
conservation
conspiracy
constituency
constitutional
consultancy
contacting
contempt
continental
continual
converter
cooked
coordinate
costly
cows
crawl
credibility
creed
crimes
criminals
criticised
critics
crown
cryptic
cures
curiously
custard
cyclists
cynical
damp
dangers
darling
dating
deaths
defeatable
debt
defect
defending
degraded
deity
delites
delightful
democracy
dependence
designated
desktop
detached
devil
dictate
differentiate
dimensional
discriminate
disguise
disliked
dismal
dissertation
distinctions
ditch
divisions
divorce
doctors
documentary
dollar
donate
donated
dose
downright
downs
draw
dread
dreaded
drum
dummy
dumping
earned
economically
effectiveness
ego
eighteen
emerged
emerging
emotion
emotionally
emotions
emptied
encoded
endorsements
enterprise
entertain
entities
envisage
ergo
erroneous
establishing
establishments
estimation
ethnic
evaluating
evenly
exaggerated
exceeding
exchanges
excludes
exclusion
executable
executes
exempt
exercises
exhaust
experiencing
expiry
extend
extends
extracting
extraordinary
fairy
fallacy
farce
fascinated
fascist
favourites
feeds
fence
festival
filthy
finest
fixes
possibility  
possible  
possibly  
post  
potential  
potentially  
pound  
pounds  
power  
powerful  
powers  
practical  
practically  
practice  
precise  
precisely  
pref  
preferable  
preferably  
preference  
preferred  
preparation  
prepare  
prepared  
preparing  
presence  
present  
presented  
presents  
preserve  
press  
pressing  
presence  
presumably  
resume  
pretty  
prevent  
prevented  
preventing  
prevents  
previous  
previously  
price  
prices  
primary  
prime  
primitive  
principle  
principles  
print  
printed  
printer  
printers  
printing  
printout  
prior  
private  
probably  
problem  
problems  
procedure  
process  
processes  
processing  
processor  
processors  
produce  
produced  
produces  
producing  
product  
production  
products  
professional  
program  
programme  
programmer  
programmers  
programming  
programs  
progress  
project  
projects  
promise  
promised  
prompt  
promptly  
prone  
proof  
proper  
properly  
properties  
property  
proportion  
proposal  
propose  
proposed  
prospect  
protect  
protected  
protection  
protest  
prove  
proved  
proves  
provide  
provided  
provides  
providing  
proving  
public  
publication  
publicity  
publicly  
publish  
published  
pull  
pulled  
punctuation  
purchase  
pure  
purely  
purpose  
purposes  
push  
pushed  
put  
puts  
putting  
qualified  
quality  
quantities  
quantity  
quarter  
question  
questions  
queue  
quick  
quicken  
quickly  
quiet  
quietly  
quit  
quite  
quote  
quoted  
quotes  
quoting  
race  
radio  
rain  
raise  
raised  
raising  
reran  
random  
randomly  
rang  
rapid  
rapidly  
rate  
rates  
rather  
rav  
reach  
reached  
reaches  
react  
reaction  
read  
readable  
reader  
readers  
readily  
reading  
reads  
ready  
real  
realise  
realised  
reality  
really  
reason  
reasonable  
reasonably  
reasons  
recall  
receive  
received  
receiving  
recent  
recently  
reception  
recognise
scientific
cscore
scrap
scratch
screen
screens
script
search
searched
season
second
secondary
secondly
seconds
secret
secretary
section
sections
secure
security
see
seeing
seek
seeking
seem
seemed
seems
seen
sees
select
selected
selection
self
sell
selling
seminar
send
sending
senior
sense
sensible
sensibly
sensitive
sent
sentence
sentences
separate
separately
sequence
sequences
serial
series
serious
seriously
serve
served
serves
service
services
session
sessions
set
sets
setting
settled
seven
several
severe
severely
shall
shame
shape
share
shared
shares
sharp
she
sheet
shelf
shell
shift
ship
shop
shopping
short
shortage
shorter
shortly
should
show
showed
showing
shown
shows
shut
side
sides
sight
sign
signal
signals
signed
significance
significant
significantly
signs
silly
similar
similarly
simple
simpler
simply
simultaneous
simultaneously
since
sincerely
single
sit
site
sites
sitting
situation
situations
six
size
sizes
skills
sleep
slight
slightly
slip
slow
slower
slowly
small
smaller
smallest
smooth
so
social
society
soft
software
sold
solely
solid
solution
solutions
solve
solved
solving
some
somebody
somehow
someone
something
sometime
sometimes
somewhat
somewhere
son
soon
sooner
sophisticated
sorry
sort
sorted
sorts
sound
sounded
sounds
source
sources
space
spaces
spare
speak
speaker
speakers
speaking
special
specially
specific
specifically
specified
speech
speed
spell
spelling
spelt
spend
spending
spent
spirit
spite
split
convertible
cooks
coordinating
coordinator
copiers
copious
corkscrew
cornflakes
corollary
coronary
corps
corrective
correspondents
corroboration
corrosive
cortex
costings
costume
couched
coughed
councillor
councillors
countdown
counteract
countered
counters
coupling
covenants
coward
cowardice
crab
crackers
cradle
crafted
craftsmen
cramming
crawls
craze
creak
creditable
crediting
cretinous
crib
criminally
crispy
criticizing
critique
cronies
cropping
crosswords
crowing
crowned
crib

delinquent
deluge
delusions
dementia
demolishing
demolition
demoted
demount
denials
denigrate
densities
dent
depiction
deplore
deposed
deprecated
depreciation
depresses
depriving
describable
designation
destabilise
detained
detectives
deteriorating
determinable
determinism
devastated
deviant
deviations
devotees
diagnose
dialogues
diamonds
dictatorial
dictators
digestive
digitally
digression
dilation
diligently
diluted
diminish
din
dingy
diplomats
disallowing
disambiguate
disarmament
disband
discharged
disclaim
disclosure
disconnects
discos
discounting
disgruntled
disguising
dishonestly
disillusion
disillusionment
dismantling
dismay
dismissive
disparate
disparity
dispatch
dispersion
disproportionate
disproves
disqualify
disrespectful
disruptions
dissatisfaction
dissemination
distaste
distilled
distractions
distraught
distressingly
distributors
distrust
disturbances
disturbs
disure
dived
diversify
doctorate
dodging
dodo
dogmatic
dolphins
dominates
doubly
doubted
doughnuts
downs
panties
pantomime
pap
parachuting
paradoxes
paradoxically
paragons
paramount
parses
parsley
particulars
partook
passionately
pastiche
pasting
pastry
patchy
patented
patents
paternal
pathology
pathway
patron
paupers
paving
payers
payload
peck
peeling
peep
peering
penchant
pendulum
penetrate
penetration
penned
peppers
perceives
perceiving
percolation
performer
perished
perks
perpetuated
perpetuating
persecute
plurality
plutonium
pointedly
pointlessly
poked
polarised
polarity
polluted
pollen
polygons
polytechnic
pondered
pooled
pappy
popularly
portraying
portrays
positivism
postbox
postcode
posterity
postpone
postulating
pouting
powdered
pragmatism
prawn
preached
precedents
predator
primal
predefined
predictor
prefect
preoccupied
presentable
presumptive
pretensions
pretentiousness
prettier
preventive
priming
prise
prisons
probabilistic
problematic
proclaims
procurement
prod
prodded
prodding
proffered
proficiency
profiling
profusely
prohibits
projectile
prologue
prominence
promotions
promulgated
pronunciation
pronounces
propensity
prophetic
proponent
proportionality
propositional
prosecuting
prostitute
protagonists
protestors
provider
provisos
pruned
pruning
psychoanalysis
psychotic
puberty
pullover
punching
pundits
punishable
punitive
punitive
purgers
purged
purging
purports
purporting
pursue
pursuits
purveyor
pyramid
quadratic
quadruple
quantify
quark
quarrel
retires
retracted
retreat
retreating
retrograde
reversal
reversible
reverting
reviewers
revisions
revisited
revival
revoked
revolve
revolving
rework
ribs
riders
rightmost
rigour
risked
robes
rodents
rogue
rooted
rubble
runes
runny
runway
rushes
rust
sacrificed
sadism
sadist
sadists
sadness
sails
saintly
salesmen
salient
salted
sanctions
sap
satanic
saturated
saucers
scarves
scattering
schizophrenia
scourge
scramble
scraping
scribe
seals
seams
seasons
secretarial
secured
seduce
seize
seller
sellers
semicollons
sensibilities
sensibility
sequels
sermons
serviced
settles
sewage
sewer
sewing
shading
sharpened
shaved
shear
sherry
shocks
shoppers
shortcomings
shorten
shrink
shroud
shun
shunted
siege
sighs
signalled
silliness
simulates
sincerity
sited
siting
sketchy
skew
skewed
ski
skirts
slab
slabs
slapped
sleeps
sleeves
slob
slopes
slowest
slowness
slug
snapped
sneaked
sneer
sneered
snippets
snobbish
snooker
snowed
sociology
sock
sods
sofa
solicitor
soloists
sonata
sonic
sonnet
soprano
sorely
sparked
sparkling
sparrow
spear
specialisation
specialises
specializing
specialize
specials
specifics
spilled
spokesperson
sponsors
spooled
sporadic
spotty
springing
squabbling
squads
squirt
stacking
stamina
standardise
stared
statesman
stereotyping
sterilisation
steward
stigma
stoope
storming
stout
strand
strands
strap
strained
streak
streaming
strengthened
strife
striving
stroll
struggles
stuffing
stylus
subdued
subscriber
subscribing
subsections
subsidies
subsidy
substantiate
sublimer
subtracting
suburb
succinct
sucking
suites
sulk
sulphur
summarily
summarising
summers
summoned
summoned
sunglasses
suns
superimposed
supersede
superstition
supper surfaced surgeons surveyed swallows swaps sweeps swerve swift swoop swore synchronised synchronous synthesizers tablets tags tailor tangle tasty technicality technician tedious telecommunications telephoned tenses terminators territories testable textually texture theorist therapeutic thesaurus thicker thighs thigh thorn thrice thrilling thrills thud thump ticked tidal tidies timeless timings tinned tins tinted tits toffee tonal tonic tonnes topped topping tore torment torque tortoise touchy toxic trainee trainers transcribe transforms transfusion transitional transitive transparency transparently transpired transportable trauma traumas travesty trays trembling trenches triggers trio trombones tropical trouser truncation tumour tuna tuneful tweaked twilight twists typists typographical umpire unattractive uncharitable unclean unconfirmed

unconsciously uncovered uncultured undeniably underestimated underlining underscore undertook underworld undisturbed undoing uneconomical unequal unfeasible unfunny unicycle unilateral unintelligent unintended uniqueness universes unfalsifiable unjustly unloading unlock unmarked unmodified unproven unrecognised unreliability unreliability unreliable unremarkable unrepeatable unrepresentative unresolvable unrestricted unrestricted unskilled unstuck unsubstantiated unsuitied unsupportable unwillingness unworthy upheaval usages usages utilise utilitarian vacuum validate validly vampire vanishing vanity variously vegetarianism vehemently veneer vent veracity verbosity vertices vessels vested veteran veto viability viciously viewers villain vindicated violated violating viral visas visualise vitriolic vocational vociferously vogue volts volunteering wad wagon waiter wanton wastage watered watering watertight weakens weighing weights weirdness whiff wholesome wickets widened widening wield
charisma
charismatic
chassis
cheated
checkers
chimney
choking
chronology
churn
circumflex
circumstantial
civilians
clamp
clay
cliches
clinging
clothed
cloak
clogged
clamping
clutches
cluttering
coated
coating
cock
coerce
coffin
cognitive
coherently
collars
collation
collector
collectors
colloquial
colons
commanded
commandment
commendable
commutative
commute
commuting
compass
compensated
competitions
complacency
compliments
comprise
comprised
compromised
compromises
compromising
computations
concatenates
conceals
concertos
concurrent
condense
condoning
cone
cones
confer
confidently
configuring
confiscated
conforming
conceived
conses
constituencies
constitutionally
contemplated
contenders
contested
contingency
contorted
contouring
contraceptives
contractors
contractual
conventionally
converters
convict
convinces
cordially
corny
correctness
corrects
correspondingly
corrupts
 cottage
concessions
courteous
coust
creased
crests
crews
cripple
crippling
critically
criticize
crow
crucified
crudely
crude
cruse
crunchy
crushing
ecubes
cucumber
cultured
cupboards
currents
cursory
curvature
curved
cyclic
cycled
danced
dangling
darker
darn
daunting
dawned
debated
debit
decency
decently
defaunted
defeating
deficient
degenerates
delimit
delivered
deluded
democracies
demons
dependency
depicted
deploorable
depressed
depressing
derision
descriptors
desets
despicable
destinations
destiny
detachable
detectors
deteriorated
deterioration
diagonally
diatribe
dictates
diets
digress
digs
diminishing
dine
dioxide
disables
disadvantaged
disagreements
disbelieve
discarding
discern
discourages
discouraged
disseminated
dismissal
disorders
dispatched
dispersed
disqualified
disrupted
disqualifying
dissemminate
dissertations
distracting
distressed
distributions
distributor
districts
ditched
dominance
donkey
donors
doorstep
dormant
doubting
dough
careless
carrot
carrots
cartoons
categorically
cathedral
causality
cave
caveat
crack
challenged
champagne
champion
chancellor
chaps
choral
chord
circa
circuitry
civilian
clearance
clinic
clip
clipping
clips
closet
coarse
cobbler
collar
commandments
commence
commissioned
commodity
commons
communists
compelled
compiles
complacent
comprehension
comprising
compulsion
computerised
concatenate
conceptual
concur
concurrently
condone
conductor
confidentiality
confirming
confuses
considerate
consolation
conspicuous
constituents
contemplate
contemplating
continuations
contraception
contracted
contradicting
contravention
cooled
corpses
cosmic
cosmology
counselling
counterexample
cramped
crawling
crossword
crowds
cruising
crystals
cubic
cuckoo
curing
curse
curtains
daring
declarations
deduction
deductions
defeats
degradation
delaying
delights
delimiters
delusion
demolished
dentist
deranged
deserted
detailing
detector
deviation
diagnostics
dialling
dictator
diesel
digest
directive
discharge
disco
discriminated
discriminating
dishes
disorder
disposition
dissimilar
distort
distract
distracted
doctor
dole
doubling
drawbacks
dreary
dropping
drowning
dusty
eagerly
eccentric
echoing
egos
elephants
emulators
encoding
encounters
endlessly
enforcing
enhancing
enquire
entail
equilibrium
etymology
examiner
expedition
expires
explored
explosions
explosive
extinction
extraction
extraneous
extraordinarily
extras
eyesight
fabric
faintest
fallacious
famine
fantasies
fathers
fatuous
feat
feminists
fierce
filtered
finances
fireworks
fishing
fizzy
flagged
flours
flour
flown
flows
flushed
flute
fog
foods
forgets
fossil
frantic
freak
freezing
frowned
gages
generalisations
generators
globe
geometry
gleaned
glow
gnome
goat
goldfish
goodbye
gown
grabbed
grapping
gradual
graffiti
greed
grind
guarded
guarding
gulf
gum

gutter

gum

hairs

ham

handicap

hardened

hardy

hasty

hazards

heels

helmet

herd

heritage

heroin

eheterosexual

hierarchical

highlighted

historians

hog

honours

horn

horrendously

horrifying

housed

humane

hypocrite

idealistic

identically

ideological

idiom

idiosyncratic

idiotic

illustrations

imbalance

impaired

imperative

impersonal

imports

improbable

impulse

inadvertently

indefensible

indexes

indicative

indictment

induction

ineffective

infallible

infantile

infect

infelicity

inferiority

inflexible

infringement

ingredients

inhabited

initialised

initialization

inject

innovative

inquiry

insect

inspected

inspire

intermittent

internals

interrogate

intersection

invalidate

inventions

invites

ion

irritates

jackets

jams

justifiably

keeper

kidding

kidnapped

kidney

knocks

lager

lark

lavatory

lawn

laziness

lectured

legitimately

lemon

lenient

lenses

liaison

licensed

lifts

listens

loophole
tackle
talent
taxation
teenage
temperatures
terminally
terrorists
textbooks
thanked
theological
thickness
threaten
throats
tiles
toad
tobacco
tome
toward
traces
tracing
tracked
transform
transformed
translates
translator
transmissions
trapping
tray
treaty
trinity
triple
truck
tunes
tying
unattended
unauthorised
undergo
underline
unduly
unemployment
unexplained
unto
unusable
unwelcome
upright
vacations
valued
valve
verbs
verified
vicinity
vile
violin
virgin
visitor
visually
wage
warped
wiping
witch
woken
wonderfully
wrapping
wrecked
wrongs